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In the realm of the Dark-Hunters there is a code of honour that even immortal bad boys
must follow. No human can be harmed. Yet every few centuries or so, there is always
one who thinks himself above the Code... Alexion is the defender of the code that
governs the immortals. He is judge, jury and executioner: if they step over the line it's
his wrath they will face. For centuries Alexion has survived alone. Isolated and haunted
by his human past, he has learned to distance himself from his emotions and his role
ensures that even his fellow Dark-Hunters give him a wide berth. However, this time the
rogue Dark-Hunter is an old friend. Alexion cannot destroy him without at least allowing
him one last chance at redemption. But to do this he needs the help of a female DarkHunter who goes by the name Danger. And the last time Alexion ran into her, she tried
to kill him...
From #1-bestselling author Kenyon comes the long-awaited story of Acheron, the god
of final fate and the leader of the Dark-Hunters. Martin's Press.
Sherrilyn Kenyon returns with the next addictive novel in her globally bestselling DarkHunter series . . . Out of all the mysterious boarders who call Sanctuary home, no one
is more antisocial or withdrawn than Maxis Drago. But then, it's hard to blend in with the
modern world when you have a fifty foot wingspan. Centuries ago, he was cursed by an
enemy who swore to see him fall. An enemy who took everything from him and left him
forever secluded. But Fate is a bitch, with a wicked sense of humor. And when she
throws old enemies together and threatens the wife he thought had died centuries ago,
he comes back with a vengeance. Modern day New Orleans has become a
battleground for the oldest of evils. And two dragons will hold the line, or go down in
flames.
Praised for novels that are “fun, sexy, wild, and fantastically different from anything
else”, New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon delivers a special collector’s
edition tale of unexpected passion woven from the mysteries of a celebrated ancient
tapestry… Beautiful scholar Channon MacRea has spent years studying the legendary
Dragon Tapestry, devoting days and nights to deciphering the impenetrable Old English
symbolism. Then one evening the unnaturally handsome Sebastian appears. He claims
to hold the key to solving the tapestry’s mysteries. Bearing magnificently taut and
tanned flesh marked by intriguing scars of battle, he also claims to be a dragon slayer
trapped between two worlds. For Channon there’s only one way to finally uncover the
secrets of the intricate embroidery—by following the seductive stranger into a fantastic
alternate world of magic, danger, and erotic adventure.
Night Pleasures
The Simi's ABCs
The Dark-Hunter Companion
Infinity
Dark Bites
Prepare to enter a world full of richly imagined mythology - a
world where dark and dangerous heroes fight to protect us.
Prepare to enter an endless battle. Prepare to lose yourself . .
. The Mayans aren't the only ones with a 2012 prophecy . . .
Long before recorded history, there was a Keetoowah warrior so
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feared that everyone trembled before his wrath. Only a brutal
betrayal by the one closest to him could defeat him. But not
even death was the end of a man so strong. The Time Untime
approaches . . . Kateri Avani has been plagued her entire life
with dreams she doesn't understand: images of places she's never
been and of a man she's never seen. Her quest for answers has
driven her to Las Vegas where she hopes to finally silence the
demons in her mind. What she never anticipates is coming face to
face with the warrior who has haunted her her entire life. One
who belongs to a world the scientist in her refuses to believe
is real. Ren Waya came back from the dead to keep the prophecy
he began from coming true and ending the world. For thousands of
years, he has fought the same evil that once possessed him. But
now that evil has found the one person he can't fight. The one
person who, against his will, holds the most sacred part of him:
his heart. But if he doesn't kill Kateri, the deadliest of evils
will reemerge and destroy everyone else on the planet. It was a
sacrifice he made once. Will he be able to make it again?
In the ethereal world of dreams there are champions who fight to
protect the dreamer and there are demons who prey on them. Arik
is such a predator. Condemned by the gods to live for eternity
without emotions, Arik can only feel when he's in the dreams of
others. Now, after thousands of years, he's finally found a
dreamer whose vivid mind can fill his emptiness. Dr Megeara
Kafieri made a reluctant promise to her dying father that she
would salvage his reputation by proving his life-long belief
that Atlantis is real. But frustration and bad luck dog her
every step. Especially the day they find a stranger floating in
the sea. His is a face she's seen many times...in her dreams.
In Night Pleasures, Kyrian of Thrace---an immortal who protects
humans from vampires---wakes up one morning handcuffed to the
one thing that can scare him: a conservative woman in a buttondown shirt. But Amanda Devereaux turns out to be his perfect
partner for hunting down a deadly foe, and for helping him to
regain his soul and learn that love doesn't have to bite. Night
Embrace spins the story of Talon, an ancient Celtic warrior who
killed the son of the god Camulus. Camulus cursed Talon,
decreeing death for everyone he loved. Now a Dark-Hunter in
modern-day New Orleans, Talon meets Sunshine, who is key to
ending his curse once and for all. Not to mention helping him to
save New Orleans from an ancient god bent on total
destruction.... Enter a realm like none you've ever experienced
with Night Pleasures and Night Embrace. Now together in one
volume!
Sherrilyn Kenyon's most highly-anticipated novel in the New York
Times bestselling Dark-Hunter series since Acheron is here—the
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unforgettable story of Styxx, Acheron's twin brother and one of
the most powerful beings on earth Just when you thought doomsday
was over . . . Centuries ago Acheron saved the human race by
imprisoning an ancient evil bent on absolute destruction. Now
that evil has been unleashed and it is out for revenge. As the
twin to Acheron, Styxx hasn't always been on his brother's side.
They've spent more centuries going at each other's throats than
protecting their backs. Now Styxx has a chance to prove his
loyalty to his brother, but only if he's willing to trade his
life and future for Acheron's. The Atlantean goddess of Wrath
and Misery, Bethany was born to right wrongs. But it was never a
task she relished. Until now. She owes Acheron a debt that she
vows to repay, no matter what it takes. He will join their
fellow gods in hell and nothing is going to stop her. But things
are never what they seem, and Acheron is no longer the last of
his line. Styxx and Acheron must put aside their past and learn
to trust each other or more will suffer. Yet it's hard to risk
your own life for someone who once tried to take yours, even
when it's your own twin, and when loyalties are skewed and no
one can be trusted, not even yourself, how do you find a way
back from the darkness that wants to consume the entire world?
One that wants to start by devouring your very soul?
The Dark-Hunters (The Collection Thus Far)
One Silent Night
Bad Moon Rising
Night Embrace
Adventures with Dark-Hunters
Ever think Scrooge had it right before the ghosts ruined his
life? Meet Aidan O'Conner. At one time he was a world-renowned
celebrity who gave freely of himself and his money without
wanting anything in return . . . until those around him took
without asking. Now Aidan wants nothing of the world - or anyone
who's a part of it. When a stranger appears at his doorstep,
Aidan knows he's seen her before. . .in his dreams. Born on
Olympus as a goddess, Leta knows nothing of the human world. But
a ruthless enemy has driven her from the world of dreams and
into the home of the only man who can help her: Aidan. Her
immortal powers are derived from human emotions - and his anger
is just the fuel she needs to defend herself . . . One cold
winter's night will change their lives forever . . .Trapped
together in a brutal winter storm, Aidan and Leta must turn to
the only power capable of saving them - or destroying them both:
trust.
A sensational new chapter in the Dark-Hunter saga begins from #1
New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon As the twin
to Acheron, Styxx hasn't always been on his brother's side.
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They've spent more centuries going at each other's throats than
protecting their backs. Now Styxx has a chance to prove his
loyalty to his brother—but only if he's willing to trade his
life and future for Acheron's. There are two sides to every
story. And you don't know Styxx... The Atlantean goddess of
Wrath and Misery, Bethany was born to right wrongs. She owes
Acheron a debt that she vows to repay, no matter what it takes.
He will join their fellow gods in hell and nothing is going to
stop her. But things are never what they seem, and Acheron is no
longer the last of his line...Meanwhile, Styxx is faced with a
desperate decision: To save the world, he can either join forces
with the brother who betrayed him or battle the only woman who
has held his heart. Which will he choose? The real fight for
survival is about to begin... "Sherrilyn Kenyon [is] the
reigning queen of the...paranormal scene." —Publishers Weekly
#1 New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon has
entertained millions of readers with her extraordinary DarkHunter series. With over 40 million copies of her books in
print, Kenyon was dubbed "the reigning queen of the wildly
successful paranormal scene" by Publishers Weekly. Here together
for the first time in a fabulous eBook bundle are her popular
Dark-Hunter novels: Kiss of the Night Born of a cursed race,
Cassandra and her family have been hunted to extinction. Now she
must trust her fate to an enemy who has hunted her people or the
entire world will end. Night Play How does a wolf convince a
human to trust him with her life when his enemies are out to end
his? In the world of the Were-Hunters, it really is dog-eat-dog.
And only one alpha male can win. Seize the Night To win against
evil, Val will have to loosen up, learn to trust, and put
everything on the line to protect a man he hates and a woman who
drives him crazy, in every way possible...
Until Death Do Us Part" by Sherrilyn Kenyon Over five hundred
years ago, Esperetta's soul was bound to her husband's by dark
magic, and when Velkan became a Dark-Hunter, to her horror, she
became immortal as well. Now, they must come together to fight
an old enemy...and the passion that threatens to consume them
once more. "Ride the Night Wind" by L.A. Banks Dark dreams haunt
Jose Ciponte, dreams of a woman so beautiful he aches for herand a deadly enemy who stalks them in the night. And now those
dreams have become a reality... "The Gift" by Susan Squires All
Major Davis Ware wants to do is propose to the beautiful Emma
Fairchild. Instead, he is called back into battle, and a
desperate fate. And Emma will venture into hell itself to save
him. "The Forgotten One" by Ronda Thompson Lady Anne Baldwin
longs to break free from her proper bonds. When she meets the
mysterious Merrick, whose eyes glow like a wolf's, she may have
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found more than she bargained for.
The Dark-Hunters
Acheron
Dragonswan
Dance With The Devil
Acheron DH #15
It's the Christmas season and all hell's breaking loose. Literally. While humans shop, an angry
demon lord is plotting an all-out onslaught against his enemies, which - unfortunately for us includes the human race. But as Stryker gathers his forces, he discovers a grown daughter he
never knew existed and an angry ex, Zephyra, who's as determined to end his existence as he
is to end ours. The ultimate predator is about to meet his match as new battle lines are drawn
and the Dark-Hunters are rallied for a blood bath on Christmas Eve. The only question is this:
can Stryker survive his oldest enemy to fight the ones he really wants to kill - or will Zephyra
finally have her shot at the husband who abandoned her?
Dark-Hunter: an immortal warrior who has traded his soul to Artemis for one moment of
vengeance on his enemies. In return, they swear to spend eternity protecting mankind from the
daimons and vampires that prey on them. Dark-Hunter Wulf is an ancient Viking warrior with a
useful but extremely aggravating power - amnesia. No one who meets him in person can
remember him five minutes later. It makes it easy to have one-night stands, but hard to have a
meaningful relationship, and without true love he can never regain his soul. Then he meets
Cassandra, the one woman who can remember him. However, as the princess of the cursed
race Wulf is sworn to hunt, she is forbidden to him...
Eleven thousand years ago a god was born. Cursed into the body of a human, Acheron
endured a lifetime of hatred. His human death unleashed an unspeakable horror that almost
destroyed the earth. Brought back against his will, he became the sole defender of mankind.
Only it was never that simple... For centuries, he has fought for our survival and hidden a past
he never wants revealed. Now his survival, and ours, hinges on the very woman who threatens
him. Old enemies are reawakening and uniting to kill them both.
The breathtaking Dark-Hunters saga continues with Dragonsworn—from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon There is nothing in the universe the cursed dragon,
Falcyn, hates more than humanity . . . except Greek humans. In a war he wanted no part of,
they systematically destroyed everything he’d ever cared for. Now he waits for the day when
evolution will finally rid him of the human vermin. Medea was born the granddaughter of the
Greek god Apollo, and among the first of his people that he cursed to die. But she will not let
anyone rule her life. Not even her notorious grandfather. And when Apollo sends a new plague
to destroy what remains of her people, she refuses to stand by and watch him take everything
she loves from her again. This time, she knows of a secret weapon that can stop the ancient
god and his army of demons. Once and for all. However, said device is in the hands of a
dragon who wants nothing to do with politics, the gods, humanity, demons or Apollites. And
especially not her. He is the immovable object. She is the unstoppable force . . . When Apollo
makes a strategic move that backfires, he forces Falcyn back into play. Now Medea either has
the weapon she needs to save her people, or she’s unleashed total Armageddon. If she can’t
find some way to control the dragon before it’s too late, Falcyn will be an even worse plague
on the world than the one Apollo has set loose. But how can anyone control a demonic dragon
whose sole birthright is world annihilation?
Dragonbane
The Death of a Migrant Worker
Dragonsworn
The Dream-Hunter
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Love at First Bite

Determined to solve an ancient mystery, a woman undertakes a forbidden quest that pits her
against the Dark-Hunter leader and proud god Acheron, with whom she joins forces when
ancient guardians and old enemies threaten both of them. Reprint.
It's a predator eat predator world for the Were-Hunters. Danger haunts any given day.
There is no one to trust. No one to love. Not if they want to live... An orphan with no clan
that will claim him, Wren Tigarian grew to adulthood under the close scrutiny and mistrust
of those around him. A forbidden blend of two animals—snow leopard and white
tiger—Wren has never listened to anyone when there was something he wanted. Now he
wants Marguerite. Marguerite D'Aubert Goudeau is the daughter of a prominent U.S.
Senator who hates the socialite life she's forced to live. Like her mother before her, she has
strong Cajun roots that her father doesn't understand. Still, she has no choice but to try and
conform to a world where she feels like an outsider. But the world of rich and powerful
humans is never to meet the world of the Were-Hunters who exist side by side with them,
unseen, unknown, undetected. To break this law is to call down a wrath of the highest order.
In order to have Marguerite, Wren must fight not just the humans who will never accept his
animal nature, but the Were-Hunters who want him dead for endangering their world. It's a
race against time and magic without boundary that could cost Marguerite and Wren not just
their lives, but their very souls...
Susan Michaels is a reporter on a mission to resurrect her professional reputation. And she
only has to brave her cat allergy at a local animal shelter to follow the lead that could get
her off the tabloid beat forever. But she gets more than she bargained for when she
inadvertently adopts one of the cats... As soon as she gets home the cat turns into a gorgeous
naked man. Ravyn is entirely unique - a Were-Hunter who became a Dark-Hunter as well.
Suddenly, Susan is pulled into Ravyn's mysterious world - one full of danger and magic.
And, despite the way he makes her sneeze, despite the danger that swirls around him, she just
can't resist him...
Zarek is the most dangerous of all the Dark-Hunters. He endured a lifetime as a Roman
slave and centuries as a Dark-Hunter in exile. Zarek trusts no one. Because of his steadfast
denial to follow any orders, he is kept in isolation in Alaska where his activity is seriously
limited and closely monitored. There are many who fear he will one day unleash his powers
against humans as well as vampires. Have nine hundred years of exile made Zarek too
vicious to be redeemed? The gods want Zarek dead but reluctantly agree to allow justice
goddess Astrid to judge him. Astrid has never yet judged a man innocent, and yet there is
something about Zarek that tugs at her heart. He views even the smallest act of kindness with
shock and suspicion. But while Astrid struggles to maintain her impartiality in the face of her
growing attraction to Zarek, an executioner has already been dispatched...
Fear the Darkness
Dragonmark
Dark Hunter
Night Play
A beautiful werewolf and her ferocious protector face deadly enemies and dark desires in a
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supernatural romance by the New York Times bestselling author. Cassie is a werewolf prophet
blessed with visions that portend the fate of the world. A rare and delicate creature, she must be
protected at all costs. Enter Caine, a powerful cur turned pureblooded Were whose recent
tangles with a demon lord have left him in serious need of redemption. Caine is duty-bound to
keep Cassie out of danger—and that includes resisting his potent urge to seduce her. As Cassie's
mysterious visions lead them in and out of danger, Caine becomes increasingly certain that he
has found his true mate. Cassie is charmed and frightened by Caine's magnetism. But she can't
afford to doubt Caine now. A deadly enemy bent on destruction is closer than they realize—and
only they can keep chaos from ruling the world.
Valerius isn't a popular Dark-Hunter - he's a Roman, which means that the largely Greek
Hunters have a major grudge against him and his civilization for superceding them. To make
things worse, he's very conscious of his aristocratic background and breeding. So it serves him
right when he runs into Tabitha Devereaux. She's sassy, sexy, and completely unwilling to take
him seriously. (Not to mention Tabitha is also the sister-in-law of Kyrian, a former Dark-Hunter
and Val's mortal enemy.) What Tabitha does take seriously is hunting and killing vampires-and
soon she and Val have to grapple with the deadliest of all Daimons - one who's managed to
come back from the dead, and one who holds a serious grudge against both of them. To win
against evil, Val will have to loosen up, learn to trust, and put everything on the line to protect a
man he hates and a woman who drives him nuts.
Amanda Devereaux has a crazy family. Her mother and older siblings are witches and psychics,
and her twin sister is a vampire hunter. All Amanda wants is a quiet, normal life. Only when she
finds herself the target of an attack meant for her twin, she wakes to find herself handcuffed to a
sexy, blond stranger. He is Kyrian of Thrace. And while Amanda's first thought is that this
might be another of her sister's attempts at extreme match-making, it soon becomes clear that
Kyrian is not boyfriend material. For Kyrian is a Dark-Hunter: an immortal warrior who has
traded his soul for one moment of vengeance upon his enemies. Kyrian spends his eternal days
hunting the vampires and daimons that prey upon mankind. He is currently on the hunt for a
very old and deadly daimon named Desiderius who has deemed it sport to handcuff Kyrian to a
human while he hunts him. Now Kyrian and Amanda must find a way to break their bond before
they give into their dangerous attraction to one another. Or Desiderius kills them both.
Talon was once a Celt warrior cursed by his ancient gods. Following the murder of his sister, the
dying Talon had made a deal with the goddess Artemis. He had been given one act of vengeance
against the clan who betrayed him, in exchange for his soul and his eternal service as a DarkHunter. Talon has sworn to fight Daimons and rescue the human souls they've captured. He has
never had cause to regret this choice - until he meets Sunshine Runningwolf. The
unconventional Sunshine should be Talon's perfect woman. She is beautiful, sexy and isn't
looking for a long-term commitment. But the more time Talon spends in her company the more
he starts yearning for dreams of love and family that he buried centuries ago. But loving
Sunshine would be dangerous for both of them - Talon is destined never to know peace or
happiness while his enemies still seek to destroy him and everyone close to him...
Upon The Midnight Clear
Dark Side Of The Moon
Time Untime
Kiss Of The Night
The Dark-Hunters, Books 4-6

Shape-shifter Dev Peltier and Dark-Hunter Samia fall in love
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in spite of Samia's painful history as a betrayed Amazon
warrior and the presence of old and new enemies in New
Orleans.
A New York Times bestseller! #1 New York Times bestselling
author Sherrilyn Kenyon brings us back to the astonishing
world of the Dark-Hunters in Stygian, with a hero
misunderstood by many...but most of all by himself. Born
before man recorded time, I lived for thousands of years
believing myself to be something I’m not. Someone I’m not.
Lied to and betrayed by gods, Daimons and Dark-Hunters, I’ve
struggled to find my way in a world where I’ve been cursed
since the moment I was prematurely ripped from my mother and
planted into the womb of an innocent woman who thought me
her son. Trained as a slayer and predator, I learned to fit
in and stay low. To become a tool for evil. Until I was sent
to kill the one woman I couldn’t. My hesitation cost her her
life. Or so I thought. In an act of betrayal that makes all
the others pale in comparison, I’ve learned that this world
is an illusion and that my Phoebe still lives. Now I will
have to travel into the very pits of Hades to try and save
her, even as everyone around me attempts to steal what
little soul I have left. There’s only one person at my back
and I’m not sure I can trust her either, for she was born of
an enemy race. Yet sometimes the road to redemption is one
that singes us to our very core. And if I fail to find the
answers I need to save Phoebe, more than just my wife will
die. We will lose the world. Both human and Daimon. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Centuries ago, Illarion was betrayed– a dragon made human
against his will, then forced to serve humanity as a
dragonmount in their army, and to fight for them in barbaric
wars, even while he hated everything about them. Enslaved
and separated from everyone he knew and from his own dragon
brothers, he was forced into exile in a fey realm where he
lost the only thing he ever really loved. Now he has a
chance to regain what’s been lost— to have the one thing he
covets most. But only if he gives up his brothers and
forsakes the oaths he holds most dear. Yet what terrifies
him most isn’t the cost his happiness might incur, it’s the
fact that there is just enough human in his dragon’s heart
that he might actually be willing to pay it and betray
everything and everyone– to see the entire world burn in
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Dragonmark, the next blockbuster Dark-Hunter novel by #1 New
York Timesbestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon.
Ever since that moment his status as a god was revoked by
Artemis, Sin has done nothing but plot his revenge. He
kidnaps a woman he believes to be the goddess, but she is
Artemis' servant, Katra. And instead of imprisoning her,
Katra captures him and refuses to release him until he
promises not to seek vengeance on her mistress. Despite
himself, Sin finds himself intrigued by Katra, who is
nothing like the goddess she serves. She's fierce, true, but
she's also compassionate and loyal. However, Sin is not the
only enemy Artemis has and it quickly becomes apparent that
he must help Katra save her mistress or the world as we know
it will end. What's a wannabe god to do?
Chronicles of Nick
A Dark-Hunter Novel
Unleash the Night
Stygian
No Mercy
At fourteen, Nick Gautier thinks he knows everything about the world around
him. Streetwise, tough, and savvy, his quick sarcasm is the stuff of legends.
. .until the night when his best friends try to kill him. Saved by a mysterious
warrior who has more fighting skills than Chuck Norris, Nick is sucked into
the realm of the Dark-Hunters: immortal vampire slayers who risk everything
to save humanity. Nick quickly learns that the human world is only a veil for
a much larger and more dangerous one: a world where the captain of the
football team is a werewolf and the girl he has a crush on goes out at night
to stake the undead. But before he can even learn the rules of this new
world, his fellow students are turning into flesh-eating zombies--and he's
next on the menu. As if starting high school isn't hard enough. . .now Nick
has to hide his new friends from his mom, his chain saw from the principal,
and keep the zombies and the demon Simi from eating his brains, all without
getting grounded or suspended. How in the world is he supposed to do that?
It's not easy being life's own personal joke, but Josette Landry has made an
unstable peace with the beast. Down on her luck, Josette takes a job with a
local paranormal group as a photographer and camerawoman. Yeah, they're
even crazier than she is. But when something truly evil is released into the
world, they are forced to call in reinforcements. From the moment Josette
meets Cadegan, she knows something about him isn't quite right.
Mysterious and armed with lethal sarcasm, he seems a lot older than his
age. Centuries ago, Cadegan was viciously betrayed into an immortal prison
by the only person he'd ever trusted. Forced against his will to do good, he
hates everything in life. All he wants is a way out. But for the damned there
is only eternal suffering. And yet there is something about Josette that
intrigues him. Something he can't seem to fight and the last time he felt this
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way about a woman, it cost him everything. He knows he has to stay away
from her, but the unleashed demon is hellbent on consuming her soul. If one
more innocent is taken, he will be sent back to an unimaginable prison that
makes his current hell look like paradise. But how can he keep her safe
when his being with her is the greatest threat of all? Take one step into the
Dark-HunterTM World and you'll never turn back Praise for Sherrilyn Kenyon:
'Kenyon's writing is brisk, ironic and relentlessly imaginative. These are not
your mother's vampire novels' Boston Globe 'Kenyon's Dark-Hunter books
are changing the face of the vampire novel, making it hip, darker, and all the
more appealing' Publishers Weekly 'A wild, wicked delight . . . no one does
sexy, tormented heroes better - or more inventively - than Sherrilyn Kenyon'
New York Times bestselling author Nicole Jordan 'The Dark-Hunter books are
a treat to read . . . emotional writing that engages you right from the start
and doesn't let you go until it's finished' Book Thing
A companion to the author's best-selling Dark-Hunter series provides
detailed synopses of each of the books, a complete breakdown of the
fictional world and the rules of the Dark-Hunters, a cast of characters, an
Atlantean pronunciation guide, cover art, an interview with the author, a
directory of known Dream-Hunters and Were-Hunters, and more. Original.
200,000 first printing.
From the incomparable Dabel Brothers, the graphic novel adaptation of
Acheron. Setting: Ancient Greece, Atlantis, Modern New Orleans and
Nashville Eleven thousand years ago a god was born. Cursed into the body
of a human, Acheron endured a lifetime of hatred. His human death
unleashed an unspeakable horror that almost destroyed the earth. Back
against his will, he became the sole defender of mankind Only it was never
that simple.... For centuries, he has fought for our survival and hidden a past
he never wants revealed. Now his survival and ours, hinges on the very
woman who threatens him. Old enemies reawaken to unite to kill them both.
War has never been deadlier... or more fun.
Devil May Cry
Styxx
Sins Of The Night
Seize The Night
(Kiss of the Night, Night Play, Seize the Night)
This collection from Sherrilyn Kenyon features all the beloved Dark-Hunter short stories that
she's written over the years, as well as a new, previously unreleased story! Stories that have been
published exclusively on Sherrilyn's website will also be available in print for the first time,
including: "Phantom Lover" "A Dark-Hunter Christmas" "Love Bytes" "A Hard Day's Night
Searcher" And many more!!
Fang Kattalakis isn't just a wolf. He is the brother of two of the most powerful members of the
Omegrion: the ruling council that enforces the laws of the Were-Hunters. And when war erupts
among the lycanthropes, sides must be chosen. Enemies are forced into shaky alliances. When
Aimee, the woman Fang loves, is accused of betraying her people, her only hope is that Fang
believes in her. Yet in order to save her, Fang must break the law of his people and the faith of his
brothers. That breech could very well spell the end of both their races and change their world
forever. The war is on and time is running out...
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A is for Akri, and B is for…barbecue! Learn the Alphabet Simi-style! Join everyone’s favorite
adorable little demon from Sherrilyn Kenyon’s Dark-Hunters® as she explores the alphabet in her
own unique and colorful way in this delightful new children’s book. Simi is one of the most
recognized and adored characters from Kenyon’s Nick Chronicles® and Dark-Hunters®. Now you
can join her for a thrilling adventure unlike any other as she explores the world of Dark-Hunter®
while learning her alphabet. This picture book showcases the imaginative artwork of the Dabel
Brothers and the artist Juno, and features all your most beloved Dark-Hunter® characters,
including Acheron, Menyara, Nick, and even some of the villains. Menyons of all ages will be
enchanted by this brilliant new look into the Dark-Hunters® universe. It’s the Simi book fans
have been clamoring for, and one they can enjoy with their kids for generations to come!
The Dark-Hunters (The Collection Thus Far) From the #1 New York Times bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon. This set contains 22 novels and a companion guide. The novels STYXX and
SON OF NO ONE are sold separately. Includes: Fantasy Lover Night Pleasures Night Embrace
Dance with the Devil Kiss of the Night Night Play Seize the Night Sins of the Night Unleash the
Night Dark Side of the Moon The Dream-Hunter Devil May Cry Upon the Midnight Clear Dream
Chaser Acheron One Silent Night Dream Warrior Bad Moon Rising No Mercy Retribution The
Guardian Time Untime The Dark-Hunter Companion
Son of No One
Night Pleasures/Night Embrace

In the war against vampires, mankind has only one hope: The Dark-Hunters. Ancient
warriors who died of brutal betrayal, the Dark-Hunters have sworn themselves into
the service of the goddess Artemis to protect us. It's a pact with pretty good perks.
Immortality, power, psychic abilities, wealth and a cool wardrobe. But it comes with
a few drawbacks: fatal sun poisoning and a new, irreparable dental problem. But
aside from the fangs and nocturnal lifestyle, it's not so bad. Until Kyrian meets the
most frightening thing imaginable. An accountant who's being hunted by one of the
most lethal vampires out there. If Amanda Devereaux goes down, so does he and no
offense, he doesn't want to die (hence the whole immortality thing). And he doesn't
want humanity dead either which is a good thing for us since he and Amanda are all
that stands between us and oblivion. Let's hope they win. From the wild imagination
of Sherrilyn Kenyon comes the humorous and suspenseful manga debut of the #1
internationally bestselling Dark-Hunter series. The world of manga will never be the
same again.
AcheronHachette UK
Bride McTierney has just been dumped via FedEx. There's not much that could ease
such a broken heart until Vane Kattalakis wanders into her shop and her life. Their
whirlwind affair feels too good to be true. Deadly and tortured, Vane Kattalakis isn't
what he seems. Most women lament that their boyfriends are dogs. In Bride's case,
hers is a wolf. A Were-Hunter wolf. Wanted dead by his enemies, Vane isn't looking
for a mate. But the Fates have marked Bride as his. Now he has three weeks to
either convince Bride that the supernatural is real or he will spend the rest of his
life neutered - something no self-respecting wolf can accept... But how does a wolf
convince a human to trust him with her life when his enemies are out to end his? In
the world of the Were-Hunters, it really is dog-eat-dog. And only one alpha male can
win.
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